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When generating novel tailor-made proteins, protein engineers routinely apply the principles of ‘Darwinian’ evolution. However, laboratory evolution of proteins also has the potential to test evolutionary theories and reproduce evolutionary scenarios, thus reconstructing putative protein intermediates and providing a glimpse of ‘protein fossils’. This commentary describes research at the interface of applied and fundamental molecular evolution, and provides a personal view of how synergy between fundamental and applied experiments indicates novel and more efficient ways of generating new proteins in the laboratory.

Site-directed mutagenesis and attendant molecular biological tools gave scientists the power to alter the sequence, structure and function of proteins. This revolution led to the expectation that amino acid exchanges could be rationalized to alter protein structure and function ‘to order’, giving birth to the term ‘protein engineering’. Time and experience, however, have tempered this assumption. It is clear now that creation of novel, functional proteins by rational design is an intricately difficult task. Many protein engineers have therefore turned to harnessing nature’s capacity to ‘engineer’ proteins, primarily by directed, or in vitro, evolution.

Protein engineering by trial and error

Directed evolution experiments have the two characteristics of Darwinian evolution. First, a genetically diverse ‘population’ is created (a gene library). Second, a selection is applied to isolate the subpopulation of most active gene variants (the ‘fittest’). The latter, the selection or screen, represents the most significant hurdle. The more far-fetched the target function is, the more scarce is the combination of mutations that encodes it. What is more, most mutations, including mutations that may endow a new function, compromise protein stability. The frequency of ‘viable’ genes in libraries, let alone viable genes with a new function, is therefore extremely low. In addition, whereas creation of gene libraries is based on generic protocols, selection must be individually tailored for each target function, and many targets impose severe technical limitations. Much of the research efforts by protein engineers and in vitro evolutionists have therefore focused on expanding the scope and throughput of screening and selection techniques.

The arsenal of methodologies for generating libraries and then selecting and screening them that became known as directed, or in vitro, evolution have been used to generate a plethora of new protein molecules. These successes have led to directed evolution becoming the ‘go-to’ technique in protein engineering: its dominance is being ‘threatened’ only by the growing success of computational design (although eventually these approaches are likely to be combined). It seems then that protein engineering (by directed evolution at least) is well named in that it comprises a set of techniques that can be applied to the construction of novel proteins. The irony is, of course, that evolution is all but an engineering approach. (With few notable exceptions, most functional buildings or bridges were not selected from random assemblies of beams, bolts and nuts.)

Not just an engineering endeavor

The prospect of engineering proteins has been the major driving force behind the advent of directed, in vitro, evolution. But it has not been the only driving force. In the first studies of directed evolution, almost 40 years ago, molecular evolutionists were driven by a desire to understand how mutations in existing genes could yield new metabolic capabilities, namely, how new enzymes diverge from existing ones. Such pioneers as Clarke and Hall used a classical procedure by which mutations permit growth of an otherwise deficient organism on a particular source of carbon or nitrogen, and could thus (given the techniques available at the time, one would say admirably) follow the evolution of new enzyme functions. This theme was similar to that applied today by protein engineers who are primarily interested in the power of directed evolution to generate new, tailor-made proteins. However, protein engineers did not completely ignore the possibility of addressing fundamental aspects of molecular evolution.

One of the first examples illustrating how directed evolution aimed primarily at protein engineering could also shed light on natural protein evolution came from the practical need to increase the thermal stability of enzymes. Enzymatic functions depend on thermal motions that, at the temperature at which the organism lives, allow the right balance between the ‘rigidity’ required for stability and the ‘flexibility’ required for activity. This may explain why enzymes from thermophiles (organisms that can thrive at well above 37 °C) become inactive at low temperatures, and enzymes from psychrophiles or mesophiles (organisms that live at low or medium temperatures, respectively) are unstable at high temperatures. Is this tradeoff unavoidable? Apparently not. Arnold and coworkers, for example, have evolved enzymes from both psychrophilic and mesophilic bacteria...
A directed evolution experiment is unlikely to be successful (even if multiple selection rounds are performed) unless the starting point already possesses, albeit at a very low level, the activity7. The principle of multispecificity also has been applied to the evolution of enzymes. A hypothesis prompted by Jensen8, and later by O’Brien and Herschlag9, suggested that the earliest enzyme forms exhibited broad substrate specificity, or ‘substrate ambiguity’, and later diverged to give the specific enzymes we know today.

Research into enzyme superfamilies has also revealed overlapping promiscuous activities between members of the same superfamily. It was found that the primary activity of one member can be the promiscuous activity of another, and that promiscuous activities can serve as starting points for the evolution of new family members10,11. Thus, both natural and laboratory evolution appear to diverge new functions by preserving a protein’s structural scaffold and key catalytic residues while tinkering with the active-site loops, often with residues that are distal to the active site and affect loop conformations12 (as with antibodies). Such changes can modify the substrate-binding mode and thus generate new specificities. More substantial changes in function may involve the swapping or grafting of entire loops13, possibly by homologous recombination (shuffling) of different family members, where the conserved scaffold and catalytic residues serve as anchoring points for recombination.

Additional understanding of the role of promiscuity in evolution came from directed evolution experiments that systematically explored how promiscuous activities evolve under selection. As it turned out, mutations selected for their large positive effects on the evolving promiscuous activity appear to have a much milder effect and sometimes almost no effect on the primary (native) function of the protein, despite the latter not being under selection12. This weak tradeoff between old and new function suggested that such mutations could comprise the first steps in the divergence of a new function. The wider implications of this tradeoff are that a new function can develop, at least to some extent, before gene duplication, much in the spirit of the ‘gene sharing’ model14.

These observations are also in line with findings indicating that enzymes evolving toward a new activity can catalyze substrates for which there was no selection15. Such ‘generalist’ intermediates may resemble Jensen’s early enzyme forms8 and ancestors, or evolutionary nodes16, from which a family of specialized enzymes could diverge. How do such generalists turn into specialists? In the later steps of divergence, the new function might trade off strongly with the old one. In addition, specific selection forces may remove variants still possessing the old activity17. Indeed, protein engineers are realizing that introducing a new function into an existing protein through either...
computational design or directed evolution might be straightforward but erasing the old function is not. Hence, a ‘dual selection’—a selection for the new function and against the old one—often needs to be applied to accelerate specialization.\textsuperscript{18,19}.

**Reconstructing molecular fossils**

Our understanding of how biomolecules evolved in nature is derived primarily from examining the endpoints of the evolutionary processes that yielded them. The snag is that our sampling is extremely sporadic. Mammals, for example are overrepresented, whereas beetles (the inspiration of Haldane’s famous theology-biology insight), of which hundreds of thousands species exist, are overwhelmingly underrepresented. As Darwin phrased it, our records provide “a history of the world, imperfectly kept and written in changing dialect. Of this history, we possess the last volume alone. Of this volume, only here and there a short chapter has been preserved; and of each page only here and there few lines.”\textsuperscript{20} This is why, alongside other approaches such as the reconstruction of ancestor proteins and adaptive paths,\textsuperscript{21} laboratory evolution can enhance our understanding of evolutionary pathways in a unique way.

As first demonstrated by Clarke and Hall\textsuperscript{4,5}, laboratory evolution enables studies of key intermediates along mutational paths leading from one function, or structure, into another. This variety of work fills substantial gaps in our understanding of evolutionary processes, much in the same way that ‘missing link’ fossils clarify organismal evolution.

**Reconstructing the evolution of protein folds**

Whereas the evolution of protein function has been the focus of many studies, the evolution of protein structures and folds has been addressed less frequently. Examples include the selection of stable, folded proteins by complementing a fragment of an existing protein that in itself does not form a stable structure, with short, randomly truncated segments of the E. coli genome. These experiments indicated that novel protein domains are easily created by non-homologous recombination of segments from unrelated proteins. Notably, these novel domains are maintained by oligomerization,\textsuperscript{22} thus supporting the hypothesized role of oligomerization in primordial protein folds. In fact, the distinctively modular nature of protein folds such as TIM (β/β) barrels and β-propellers suggests that these proteins also emerged from smaller elements that assembled non-covalently. We reconstructed this scenario by selecting 100-amino-acid segments from tachylectin-2 (a 5-bladed β-propeller with five sugar-binding sites) that spontaneously assemble into stable homo-pentamers and exhibit the same function as the intact monomeric 236-amino-acid wild-type protein.\textsuperscript{23} This experiment substantiates the hypothesis that proteins with high internal symmetry evolved from short, oligomerizing segments that, at later stages, duplicated, fused and rearranged—ultimately yielding the folds we recognize today.

The latter mechanisms (duplication, fusion and rearrangement of whole gene segments) comprise the routes by which new protein folds and topologies emerged through evolution.\textsuperscript{24} One such postulated route—‘permutation by duplication’—is thought to be responsible for extensive divergence within several protein superfamilies. This process is based on duplication and in-frame fusion of existing genes followed by partial degeneration of the 5’ and 3’ coding regions of the covalently fused dimer, ultimately leading to the topological change known as circular permutation. However, failure to identify existing partially truncated intermediates has questioned the validity of the permutation by duplication route.

With the aim of examining such complex gene rearrangements, we reproduced this route by directed evolution\textsuperscript{25} (related topological rearrangements were recently explored in the chelatase family).\textsuperscript{26} We selected functional truncated intermediates and thus revealed inherent modularities within single domains of the DNA methyltransferase family. These intermediates led to circular permutable that either resembled three known families or belonged to a new family. The latter was subsequently identified in bacterial genomes. Thus, directed evolution has the power not only to reconstruct evolutionary pathways, but also to predict the existence of natural forms that have not yet been identified.

Protein engineers have also capitalized on these rearrangements and applied them to evolve novel enzyme variants with improved specificity and rates.\textsuperscript{27}

**Neutral drifts—a novel tool for protein engineering**

A recent development at the interface of protein engineering and molecular evolution regards laboratory reproductions of ‘neutral drifts’—that is, the gradual accumulation of mutations under selection to maintain a protein’s original function and structure (purifying or nonadaptive selection; see Box 1 for definitions). Such drifts have now been reproduced in two laboratories—Arnold’s and ours.\textsuperscript{3,28–31} For a protein engineer, evolving a protein toward something it already does well (namely its native function) makes little sense. So why do it?

Most of the genetic diversity of this planet—including the vast majority of sequence differences between members of the same protein family, such as polymorphs, orthologs and even paralogs, is the outcome of nonadaptive changes. It is assumed that many of these amino acid exchanges are not entirely neutral, although their fixation might be coincidental rather than the result of adaptive forces.\textsuperscript{32} Despite the ubiquity of such neutral changes, we know little about them. For example, theoreticians have predicted fascinating properties of ‘neutral networks’ or quasi-species (such as higher stability, mutational robustness and evolvability) that develop when proteins drift to create a ‘cloud’ of sequences around the wild-type sequence.\textsuperscript{33}

Neutral drifts of two different enzymes, P450-BM3 and serum paraoxonase (PON1), demonstrated that the potential for adaptation develops dramatically when the neutral network of a protein expands (Fig. 1). In the PON1 drift almost half of the 311 neutral variants characterized exhibited substantial changes in promiscuous activities, specificities or inhibition (simulating the evolution of drug resistance).\textsuperscript{28} Similar fluctuations in promiscuous activities were observed in the P450 neutral variants.\textsuperscript{30} Several of the PON1 neutral variants isolated were one or even two mutations closer to a potential new phenotype (aryl esterase, thiolactonase, phosphotriesterase or ‘drug resistance’). Indeed, a subsequent screen of these 311 variants with a new substrate (an analog of the nerve agent cyclosarin) yielded two variants with up to 72-fold higher activity relative to wild-type PON1.\textsuperscript{28}

These data throw up an intriguing dichotomy. In the field of protein engineering the accepted dogma on library size is that ‘big is beautiful’. Why, then, is it that such a small library of only 311 members can yield such a range of improved variants? The reason is that standard libraries used for directed evolution comprise a majority of ‘dead’ variants due to deleterious mutations. In contrast, the neutral variants were all folded and active. Nevertheless, these variants carry numerous mutations in, and around, the active site.
Some of these mutations have the ability to mediate new specificities by dramatically increasing existing promiscuous activities, while exerting little effect on native activity which was selected for. The TEM-1 drift we performed also measured how the fitness (activity, stability and other) of a protein changes as mutations accumulate. It provided experimental proof and biophysical evaluation of a phenomenon fundamental to evolutionary dynamics and previously seen only in computer simulations: a tight correlation between negative epistasis and robustness. The P450 drift directly demonstrated that increased stability and mutational tolerance underlies the large, polymorphic populations that a neutral drift can yield. The TEM-1 experiment indicated that mutations that act as ‘global suppressors’ are enriched during the neutral drift. These mutations increase TEM-1’s bimodal, unstable, and thereby substantially increase the probability of a new function emerging. Notably, all identified global suppressors emerged in positions where the sequence of TEM-1 deviates from its family (and predicted ancestor) consensus, and comprise back-to-consensus/ancestor mutations. Such changes, readily predicted from sequence alignments, have been shown to stabilize numerous proteins. Incorporating these stabilizing mutations into proteins should enable protein engineers to generate variants that comprise highly evolvable starting points. These seemingly theoretical studies prompt completely new ways of performing protein evolution in vitro. To date, all directed evolution experiments have been performed by random mutation of the starting gene and selection for the desired new function from the resulting libraries. However, alternative approaches may yield better results with much smaller libraries. A neutral drift can be first performed, resulting in a library that has increased stability and a large although nondeleterious variation. As such, these libraries—although small in size—can posses a vastly increased potential to evolve new functions. In addition, enriching libraries with consensus or ancestor mutations can also boost the protein’s tolerance to mutations and compensate for the deleterious effects of function-altering mutations, thus dramatically increasing the frequency of variants conferring new functions. In summary, we hope to have shown how complementary applied and fundamental aspects of molecular evolution can be. Evolutionary biology provides crucial theoretical insights from which one can design experiments that examine further these theories and models. By doing so, the veracity of various hypotheses regarding the evolution of new protein structures and functions can be tested. The ‘pot of gold’ at the end of this scientific rainbow contains a better and more profound understanding of natural evolution and new, more efficient ways of engineering proteins in the laboratory.
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